JOB OFFER (FULL TIME)

OPERATIONS
MANAGER
# CUSTOMERS # DEPLOYMENTS # CCTV

YOUR MISSION
WHO IS DiGEiZ ?
We are growing very fast. DiGEiZ
brings Analytics to shopping centres,
to let them make the most out of their
visitor
flows.
DiGEiZ’s
comprehensive solution is an overlay
for CCTV powered by real-time Deep
Learning algorithms and Business
Intelligence dashboards.

We will deploy our IA over hundreds of CCTV cameras across a
dozen malls over 2019. Our customers expect Enterprise class
services, fast and efficient. Your mission is first to do the pre-sales
studies needed for closing and second make every one of these
deployments a success. You will work hand in hand with the CEO
and the CTO.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
 Coordinate service providers, Dev team, and customers’
technical team to prepare the installation
 Manage deployment of DiGEiZ solution at customers’ sites

TEAM
We are 10 hard workers, sales, deep
learners and developers. We love
our customers, tomorrow Retail’
challenges,
high
performance
programming, Computer Vision,
Deep
Learning
and
intuitive
dashboards. If you live for building an
international leader, come and meet
us!

Type: fulltime (CDI)
Start: ASAP

 Enhance and develop new strategies, processes & tools to
improve DiGEiZ Operations
 Monitor DiGEiZ Operations through the implementation and
analysis of KPI
 Develop a portfolio of suppliers for hardware and services,
manage hardware continuous supply
 In the long run, recruit and manage the Ops team
 Report directly to the CEO

QUALIFICATION
 You are customer minded and you are nice
 You are team-player and want to build a leader company
together

Location: Paris, France

 You get things done, you are reliable, and you can work

Salary: highly motivating

under pressure
 You already supervised deployments of +100 cameras
 You got Milestone and Genetec certifications


You have a +5 year CCTV experience minimum with
excellent communication skills

LET’S MEET: DROP AN EMAIL AT JOINUS@DIGEIZ.COM

